[Abstract] What was initially termed 'CFC' (Cytokine Flow Cytometry) is now more commonly known as 'ICS' (Intra Cellular Staining), or less commonly as 'ICCS' (Intra Cellular Cytokine Staining). The key innovations were use of an effective permeant (allowing intracellular staining), and a reagent to disrupt secretion (trapping cytokines, thereby enabling accumulation of detectable intracellular signal). Because not all researchers who use the technique are interested in cytokines, the 'ICS' term has gained favor, though 'CFC' will be used here.
Because there are so many 'right' ways to analyse data, this document will not attempt to impose a definitive prescription. Rather, this document presents one rigorous example that illustrates the role and value of advisable steps, some essential, others optional. This example is an illustration of the second of two mindsets one can have when gating: (1) An analyst can seek to minimize gating steps by custom-crafting well-fitting gates to each datafile. The advantages of this approach are fewer steps, and perhaps higher elegance. The drawbacks are that each gate will have many control points, and require careful and timeconsuming adjustment when applied to a new file. This strategy is appealing when an analyst has relatively few files to gate, but cumbersome when confronted with hundreds or thousands of files. (2) Alternately, an analyst can seek to minimize time spent adjusting gates after applying a gating hierarchy to a set of files. This strategy makes use of many gates, each large and forgiving enough that they individually require little attention or adjustment as files change, but with the aggregate effect of 'cleaning', 'focusing', and 'winnowing' the data, and achieving the same quality of gating as the first strategy.
The illustration below is this second approach, making use of many 'low-attention' gates. Cytometers that feed sample into the instrument by pressurizing commonly produce pressurizing artifacts when data recording begin and ends. Sometimes, other pressure effects (e.g., breakup of sample clumps) alter the data in between. It is therefore highly advised that the time-course data be checked, and data at the start/stop boundaries be removed. If the time gate data 'centroid' ever moves, it is likely that data placement has also shifted in downstream gates. It is therefore advisable that analysis only consider data segments with continuous time gate centroids.
It is not necessary to use CD45 for this analysis, but if CD45 can be used, it is convenient here. Otherwise, any parameter (CD3, or even SSC or FSC) is interchangeable with CD45 in the examples below.
Examples of 'clean' time data:
Note that the gate is generous along the CD45 axis. This is because we do not want to exclude CD45 dim WBC, and our general method is to apply many 'low-maintenance' http://www.bio-protocol.org/e1109 
CD45 vs CD3 (optional)
If the staining panel has incorporated CD45, an excellent use is to apply it here. CD45 is a marker on all leukocytes (WBC), and so this particular gate is highly valuable when the CFC is investigating responses in tissues in which lymphocytes are a minority population In the absence of a death spike, this gate tends to be reliably low-maintenance, but very effective at cleaning out debris that is otherwise hard to remove.
Specific stain, and CD3 cleanup 1 (optional)
If your panel allows the luxury of an unused channel, you can obtain benefit from actually collecting data from that parameter. The idea is simple: If you have positive events in an unused channel, they cannot possibly be valid. Therefore, this gate is an opportunity to remove them, and it is very valuable when trying to measure very weak, threshold-level responses.
But this same gate can serve another purpose when the antigen roster includes something like SIV Env peptide mix, which includes toxic peptides. It can be very difficult to remove all the cells affected by these toxic peptides, because live-dead stains don't always gate them out, and because the events characteristic of a 'death spike' run up the midline, often obscuring populations that interest us. By using a plot that combines an unused channel vs CD3, the CD3 + population that interests us is shoved off the midline, and any death spike 'glances' it, in a way that can be partially gated out. 
